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With the onset of the season of love, Casa Colour comes up 
with an eccentric concept of “Valentine Couches” for all the 
lovebirds longing for cozy yet comfortable furniture for them. The 

precisely finished work of 
upholstery, velvet, and 
leather in the collection is 
sumptuously eclectic. The 
warmth of red and pink 
is so invigorating that it’s 
impossible to keep eyes 

away without uttering 
some impromptu phrases 
of love and admiration. 
With a prime focus 
on style and elegance, 
the collection includes 
beautifully crafted 2 seater 
sofas and lounges with 

comfortable seating. The 
gracefully designed edges 
and curves are gentle to 
the eyes and soothing to 
the senses. The alluring 
shades of red and pink in 
the collection promises to 

make it a must-have possession on the grand celebration of 
love – Valentine’s Day. Price on Request, Availability: Casa 
Colour, Hazipur, Sector 104, Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201304.

APIS India, largest producer, 
distributor and exporter of quality 
honey has introduced two healthy 
variants of honey brands in the 
Indian market – APIS Himalaya 
and APIS Himalaya Gold. Offering 
the richness of pure honey, APIS 
India has announced attractive 
promotional offers of one plus 
one for its customers for its 1kg; 500gms and 225 
gms packaging. APIS India has been a pioneer in 
honey production in India and internationally. The 
world class laboratory that stringently holds extensive 
quality control assurances meets international 
standards. Restoring the benefits of pure honey, APIS 
Himalaya has been produced in the same facility. 
For the growing health-conscious customers APIS 
Himalaya is a nutritious replacement for sugar and 
has a diverse mix of health benefits. In a market 
that’s extremely price-sensitive, the two variants are 
available in following packaging’s and prices:

APIS Himalaya Honey: 
•	Honey	Bottle	Himalaya	 [1kg]-	Rs	 390
•	Honey	Bottle	Himalaya	 [500gm]-	Rs	 220
•	Honey	Squeezy	Himalaya	 [225gm]-	Rs	 115
•	Honey	 Jar	Himalaya	 [80gm]-	Rs	 40
•	Honey	Bottle	Himalaya	 [100gm]-	Rs	 60
•	Honey	Bottle	Himalaya	 [25gm]-	Rs	 15

Add healthy flavour to your life 
with APIS Himalaya Honey         

Casa Colour introduces 
Valentine Couches

 Valentine Special By Lopera 
L’Opéra has created a heart-shaped Strawberry Desire cake and heart-shaped 

chocolates for Valentine’s Day, to make this special 
day extraordinary. L’Opéra is the first authentic French 
Pastry	and	Bakery	enterprise	in	India	with	16	outlets.	
L’Opéra has given a heart shape to aunique combination 
of great ingredients: strawberries, the seasonal fruit 
of love par excellence; lychee, one of the most floral 
and fragrant fruits around, and pistachio, with its 
nutty, balancing taste. Heart-shaped white chocolate 
strawberry delights are also part of the offering.

Available – Located at - Select city Walk, Hauz 
Khas Village, Epicuria, Khan Market, DLF Promenade 
etc.


